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THE SUBSIDY COMPONENT OF U. S. AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS

(Theory suggests that nations gain from international trade and, as a

result, there should be substantial gains to the United States from its

agricultural exports. This paper raises the question whether or not this is

indeed the case by determining the "full cost" of exports--not merely the

producer private costs. The difference between full costs and private costs

is due to factors such as input subsidies, soil erosion from output expansion,

and price supports

1. Subsidies and the Gains from Trade

As a starting point, we use the model in Figure 1 to illustrate how a

divergence between private and full costs affect the gains from trade. In

Figure 1, the excess supply for gOoil x •is ESx, and the excess demand is

ED The free—trade equilibrium output is QF' 
and the gains from trade

are abc. Of this amount, the importer gains P*ac while the exporter gains

P*ab. Restricting trade to Q1, for example yields a net loss of the

cross—hatched area. Now suppose the exporter uses either a price support Ps

or an input subsidy which shifts the excess supply curve to ESx. This

expansion of trade has essentially eliminated the "net gain" from trade since

abc ade. However, even though there is a net loss of ade in expanding

exports from QF to Q*, the importer gains while the exporter loses. The

importer gains P*aePi. The producers in the exporting country gain

PsdaP*, but the government costs are PsdePi. Thus, the net loss to the

exporter is not only ade; the additional amount P*ae°1 
has to be added.

price support and/or an input subsidy provides a gain from trade to the

importer but a loss from trade to the exporter.
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Suppose that, instead of free trade combined with price supports and/or

input subsidies, trade is restricted by tariff or quotas. The restricted

excess demand curve in Figure 2 is ED'; the gains from trade have been reduced

from cde to abc. Both countries lose from the contraction of trade. Now, if

a price support of Ps is used, there is a net loss from trade since bhi >

abc. However, the importer can still gain from trade even though the net gain

for both countries taken together is negative (given the distortion which

yields ED'). The importer gains P*biPi. The importer is actually better

off than ever under free trade since aiP exceeds edP
0 
. The net loss to

the exporter is P*bhiPi.

In essence, once the gains from trade are "shrunken" due to trade

barriers, there are "less" gains from trade to erode through export expansion

by subsidies. It is clear that given ED', the solution is not to increase

exports by subsidies; rather a retaliatory policy should be used so that

QF moves to QF. In expanding trade beyond QF  by subsidies, the 

MFC in the production of exports exceeds the VMP from export sales. 

2. The Nature of Costs: An Historical Perspective

Exports and/or imports shift the total demand curve for an industry's

output. Therefore the extent to which trade is subsidized partly depends on

the nature of production costs. In the early analysis of the welfare effects

of government programs (Wallace), marginal costs were assumed to be upward

sloping. This assumption leads to the result that price supports have to be

welfare decreasing. This is the standard result or conclusion arrived at when

analyzing current agricultural policy impacts (Just, Hueth, and Schmitz).
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QP

Fig. 2. Price supports and restricted trade
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Yet, in an historical context, why couldn't there have been a range of output

where costs were decreasing? Certainly in the United States, with the abun—

dance of productive farmland and relatively few people, increasing production

and transportation through the development of railways, inland transportation

systems, and new technologies could well have taken place at decreasing costs

(Appendix).

The implications of the decreasing cost argument for agriculture are shown

in Figure 3. Suppose AC is the average cost curve for a major commodity such

as wheat and MC is the marginal cost curve. The demand curve D crosses AC at

the price Pl. This, however, is not a Pareto Optimal solution. The wheat

sector should be subsidized by the amount abcPd, and consumers should pay

the price Pd. This is the standard result from which decreasing cost in—

dustries should be subsidized.
aat

Trade takes on an interesting aspect in this model. For the above result

to hold, D is a domestic demand curve. Suppose total demand is DT' which

includes the demand for exports. A subsidy to equate price with marginal

cost clearly helps the importer since price is reduced. However, the exporter

loses since one can observe that the cost of the government subsidy repre—

sented by the cross—hatched area is larger than the domestic consumer gain due

to falling prices. Thus, even though production costs are declining, it does

not follow that providing subsidies to the industry in question leads to a

welfare improvement for the exporting country once trade is introduced. As

exports become a larger percentage of total demand facing an industry, the

greater is the chance that subsidies which equate marginal cost and price for

the total demand will yield losses to the country granting the subsidies.



Q1

Fig. 3. Agriculture as a decreasing cost industry
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In an historical context, trade was once relatively insignificant for com—

modities such as corn and wheat. In the 1940s and 1950s, for example, trade

in corp was virtually nonexistent. Due to this fact and the relatively small

population in the United States, the demand curve for U. S. corn was much to

the left of what it was in the 1970s. Although it remains an empirical ques—

tion, we contend that because of the relatively small demand for major U. S.

agricultural products and because of economies of size, major U. S. agricul—

tural sectors produced goods under decreasing cost conditions. If this is

correct, 9overnment price supports (which existed during the early period of 

U. S. a9ricultural expansion) resulted in economic gains--not losses as is 

usually assumed which is based on the notion that costs were rising!

3. Costs of Export Expansion 

Given the phenomenal growth of export demand in the 1970s and the apparent

slowdown of output—increasing technologies, it is difficult to argue that pro—

duction over that period, unlike in the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s, occurred

under decreasing costs. We now consider the rising cost case and incorporate

input subsidies and price supports, both which have the effect of creating a

divergence between MFC for production for export and the VMP from the sale of

exportables. In Figure 4, a simple model is used where the industry's private

marginal cost is MC and average total cost is 
ATC. 

Given input sub-

sidies in agriculture, such as subsidized water, there is a divergence between

the private costs and the full production costs; the true marginal cost is

MCs and the true average cost curve is ATCs. Start with a domestic

demand of Dd which is also the total demand since initially no trade is

allowed. The equilibrium price is P. and quantity is Q. The resulting
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Fig. 4. U.S. subsidies and export expansion
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government input subsidy is (P*P)(Q). Now suppose that trade is allowed, and

the excess demand curve facing the United States is ED2. This yields the

total demand curve, TD2. Output increases to Q1, and price rises to Ps.

U. S. consumers become worse off and producers become better off. Now examine

the amount and distribution of the input subsidy. Since domestic consumption

falls to Q', the input subsidy to domestic production consumed locally is re-

duced to (P*P)(Q'). The input subsidy on the amount exported is (P*P)(Q1(11).

Thus, the importers pay less than the full production costs. Domestic input

subsidies generate an export subsidy as do instruments such as price

supports.'

Consider now that price supports are used in addition to input subsidies.

This can be modeled by assuming that, due to weather, government policy, or

whatever, the excess demand curve shifts to ED
r However, price supports

are used-to-keep-pr4ce-at Ps and-output-at-Qp—In-a Brannan-type plan,

price would be reduced to P1 and the cost of the price support to the U.

treasury would be (Psy(Q1). However, the government has the additional sub-

sidy of (P*P)(Q1). Hence, the total government subsidy needed to produce output

Q/ is (P5y(Q1) (P*P)(Q/). Note how there has been an increase in the subsidy

to foreign consumers. Prior to the price-support policy, the U. S. government

subsidy on exports was (P*P) (Q 1 111). Now it has grown to (P*P)(Q*) (Psy(Q*).

Thus, even though the demand for U. S. exports has shifted to the left from

ED2 to 
ED the export subsidy increases since the government used price

supports to keep prices and output at the level corresponding to TD2

(Schmitz).

The framework used in Figure 4 is not as farfetched as it first might

appear. The need to incorporate input subsidies is apparent. Also, price

supports are at times binding and at other times they are not. This is clear

from the period 1971 through 1981. The period ending 1980 could be assigned
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an excess demand of ED2 and the period ending 1981 assigned E • The a

tempt to support price at Ps is obvious.

When one analyzes the effect of trade in this context, it is clear as

shown earlier that situations can arise where there are no net gains from

trade even though trade will affect the income distribution. At price Ps

with demand ID1 rather than P with demand Dd, U. S. producers are better

off, U. S. consumers are worse off, and the taxpayers are worse Off. If the •

input* subsidy was set slightly above P*P, there would be no gains from trade

since the producer gain is offset by both the consumer and taxpayer losses.

The model in Figure 4 raises some interesting questions about the effect

of trade on producer incomes and factor returns, especially land rents. The

extent of the producer gain from trade depends in part on the nature of the

cost curve for U. S. agriculture and the amount of input subsidies. If the

marginal cost curve is relatively steep, the producer gain in economic rent

from trade is much greater than if the marginal cost curve or supply curve is

highly price elastic. Also, as exports expand, the chances that production

will take place on the rising portion of the supply will increase; hence,

portion of producer rent can be attributed to trade expansion. In addition,

the producer rents generated from domestic consumption alone can be much less

than those generated from trade even though exports are less than domestic

consumption (Figure 4). That is, a 1 percent change in export demand can have

a much greater effect than a L percent change in land rents.

During the 1970's, the real increase in land values in the United States

is not only due to the commodity price boom (Shalit and Schmitz). However,

the shift in total demand in real terms for U. S. exports had a signficant

impact. This is the case as Figure 4 shows if the marginal cost curve is u

ward sloping..
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We argued earlier that during the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s.costs were not ris—

ing. Also, in this case the real value of farmland should not have in—

creased. As the works by Schultz and Castle and Hoch suggest, the real value

of U. S. farmland did not increase over this period. Whether or not land

values increase or decrease is not conclusive evidence that costs are either

rising or falling for U. S. agriculture. All one can say is that rising land

values are consistent with rising costs if the costs rise due to land fixity,

and falling or constant land prices are consistent with constant or decreasing

costs.

• 4. The Interrelation between Export Value,  Land Rents, and 
AgricuitUral Production 

The preceding analysis demonstrates that, for a stable cost structure with

a fixed land base, an increase in export demand and/or subsidies can lead to

significant changes in land rents. Logically, changes in lend rents imply a

change in the user cost of an acre of land. Suppose that. we ignore taxes,

land deterioration, and a host of other important factors. If land is homo—

geneous, the user cost of an acre (wit) at time t can be written

00

(1)

where Rs the average return per acre at t i, and Si' is a dis—

count factor (for a related approach of linking trade conditions to land

prices, see Phipps). Thus, the user cost of an acre of land is simply the

discounted stream of future returns. 'Normally, however, Rtil will not be

known with any degree of certainty. Thus, it is appropriate to replace it

with an expected value. To facilitate analysis, we assume that expectations

are naive, i.e., at time t the previous year's return (Rt ) is expected to

prevail into the indefinite future and, hence,
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Rt-1
Wit =T.:176

(2)

Rt-1 will in 
general depend on both international demand and supply condi—

tions which, in the following, we denote by the parameter a.

It is assumed that each farmer acts to maximize his profits. Although

profit maximization is a very plausible objective function, it must be real—

ized that most farmers do not have an unlimited capacity to purchase the in—

puts needed to produce their output. Thus each farmer's feasible set is

assumed to be constrained by the amount of credit he has available to purchase

inputs (Shalit and Schmitz). Denote credit available at time t as C A

farmer's ability to borrow money to finance his crop, livestock, or land pur—

chases is related to many things; but, invariably, the farmer's wealth posi—

tion will be an important factor. Denote wealth as W and further let the

relationship between the farmer's wealth position and available credit be

given by the stable function

ct (wt)- (3)

Many things go into determining a farmer's wealth, but an important aspect for

any farmer will be the value of his land at the beginning of the production

period. Thus, we can further write

W
1 t—

(4)

Letting iri.t and denote the vector of prices and quantities respec—

tively, of the nonland inputs to the agricultural production process, we see

that profit maximization with the credit constraint requires output maximiza—

tion subject to that constraint. Thus, the farmer's objective is to
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Max [f(xlt,
x

0.40

+ w < Cxi t t].

In this notation, the farmer's usage of land xit is equal to his initial

holding xi,t_i plus (minus) any addition (subtraction) to his landholdings

(y). Thus, we can rewrite (5) above as

Max 
Ef(xl,t-1 It'

: Wt xit leoi,t- w (6)

13.

(5)

The optimal value of this objective function is the indirect production func-

tion which expresses maximum output as a function of factor prices, Ct and

1,t-r

Some comments about the indirect production function are in order. First

of alT,ItTg- not sensitive directly to Me current price of agi-ltblturdl com-

modity. Rather, it is sensitive (through wit) 
to the entire stream of ex-

pected future prices of the agricultural commodity. Under one expectations

assumption, this means that output adjusts to price changes with a one-period

lag. Given the length of time involved in the production of agricultural com-

modities, this is not implausible and, in fact, is quite similar to the well-

known cobweb model. Secondly, we can determine directly from the indirect

production function the impact of changes in international demand and supply

conditions on each farmer's willingness to produce the agricultural com-

modity. Finally, it is well known that the indirect production function is

also directly related to the cost function dual to the original technology.

The cost function is the distance function of the indirect production func-

tion. This last fact will prove important in obtaining a methodology for

estimating the impact of changes in international supply and demand conditions -

on agricultural supply using an estimated cost function.
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To proceed with the comparative static analysis for the individual farmer,

note that the Lagrangian problem associated with (6) can be written as

Max —1
) X(Cti,t-1' . _ilt

411..

If we denote the indirect production function by Vfxl,t_i, [Rt

then, by the envelope theorem,

3V 3L [act xl,t-1 x1  dRtt 
act — act -Fr (I — 6) (I —

[act .av xIt  dRt-1W'  
ac awt (1 — s) (1 — 6)1 dT

where the second equality also follows by the envelope theorem.

1

What is the importance of expression (8)? First of alll note that it

represents the adjustment in the producer's cost constrained, profit—

maximizing output to changes in international supply and demand conditions.

Second, it demonstrates that this adjustment has two components: a wealth

effect and a pure factor price effect. The wealth effect

3C x dR3V t 1,t-1 t-1 
act awt (1 — 6) da

7)

reflects the firm's production adjustment caused by the change in interna—

tional supply and demand condition which directly affects the return on an

acre of land and indirectly the farm firm's 'credit availability. Since one

can prove av/act is nonnegative while 3Ct/(Velt) W' will be positive under most

conditions, it follows that the wealth effect on production adjustment will

always have the same sign as (dRt_i/da). Hence, suppose a increases and

this is associated with, say, a tightening of international demand conditions.
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It is then likely that (dRt_l/da) is negative and,' thus, the wealth effect

is to decrease the magnitude of production.

On the other hand, the factor price effect

8V x dRt  1  t-1
çii w)

generally takes the opposite sign of (dRt_i/da). This is entirely plau—

sible since a decline in the user cost of land associated, say, with a

tightening of international demand likely stimulates the increased usage of

land. Thus, the model described above yields an ambiguous response to changes

in international demand and supply conditions. Just how plausible is this in

light of agricultural experience The answer is "very plausible." •Special—

ists in the area of aggregate agricultural supply adjustment have long recog—

nized the phenomenon of "irreversible supply"—.the tendency of agriculture to

maintain production in the face of falling prices. Since at least the time of

Galbraith and Black, this tendency has been recognized and accepted as a

stylized fact in the agricultural economics literature. The common explana—

tions of irreversible supply (e.g., Johnson and Hathaway) generally rely upon

some type of disequilibrium argument. The present analysis demonstrates that,

if the factor price effect dominates the wealth effect, then one would expect

falling agricultural price to be correlated with an increased output by the

farmer, and no reliance is placed upon the disequilibrium argument. Just how

plausible this is remains to be answered by empirical analysis.

This conceptual model evolves around an individual farmer who faces a

perfectly elastic supply of land at the user cost 
ofwit. How do these

arguments relate to the aggregate cost analysis derived earlier where agricu

tural land is assumed to be a fixed resource in the aggregate Obviously,
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this.is:ai)rbblem in the theory of aggregation, and we have as yet notre—

.solved all the issues surrounding .this matter. Formally, one problem is .

similar to Solow's aggregation over different vintage technologies problems.

That, is, after we have defined the individual indirect production functions

(note the change in notation to differentiate firms) Vifx 34
1,t-1,

1 On what are the appropriate forms which solve the following?

x x ...x
1 2 m m.1

Max 
m

V''' : < , x >
M

m=1 lt — 1 —

it, lt It

This problem has not yet been resolved, but a reasonable approximation

seems to be to define the following aggregate indirect production function.

=lax [f*ci x* C* w
i 
. xlc]— 1 t t-- t t t

x
t

where (*) denotes aggregates. This function has similar properties in its

arguments to those of the individual indirect production functions. Further,
.„*

we note that C w
lt x x represents aggregate variable cost ast 1 t t

defined earlier. This equality allows us to relate V* to the aggregate

variable cost function described earlier:

C* — w C(y, wt lt 1 ' t

where C(y, t) represents variable cost.

As long as C(yt, y is strictly increasing in y then the implicit

function theorem allows us to establish:
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(• * ac*3 in V  
= 

E* 

c(yt, wt)\ t
1

d
1 t — 1

where Et is the aggregate elasticity of scale.

Therefore, in the aggregate a similar result obtains suggesting that

aggregate production also depends upon the relative strengths of the wealth

and price effects. Actual empirical implementation, therefore, requires an

estimated cost function, and estimated versions of the relationships Ct, -
*
W and R 1 before a numerical value can be assigned to thist' t— 

expression.

5. The Full Costs of Farm Exports 

Table 1 presents estimates of the "full costs" of producing corn and

wheat. These numbers are related to Figure 5. The ES schedule includes full

costs, the ES1 schedule shows private costs; and the excess demand curve,

ED includes tariff and nontariff barriers against U. S. exports of corn

and wheat (i.e., the excess demand EDI is to the left of the free trade

excess demand curve). Such factors as soil erosion and transportation sub—

sidies account for the difference between ES and ES1'

In Figure 5, the price support is Ps; for exports, QE, the price sup—

port component is included in Table 1 under program costs. Note in Table 1

the divergence between private costs and full costs and between full costs and

prices received. For corn, the price needed to cover full costs is between

$3.68 and 44.04 per bushel, and for wheat it is between $5.17 and $5.96 per

bushel. This compares to prices received of 52.68 per bushel and 13.57 per

bushel, respectively. These latter prices correspond to point B in Figure 5,

and the costs (even though the costs in Table 1 are not truly "marginal
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P*

•

Q*

Fig. 5. The full costs of farm exports



TABLE 1

Average Estimated Total Costs of Production and
Farm Level Prices of Corn and Wheat

Selected Years, 1965-1985

Corn

Private Costs, 1978 - 1980
(land at acquisition)

Input Subsidies: Transportation

Research

Social Costs: Erosion

Tax Advantage: Profitable Period

Unprofitable Period

Wheat
(dollars per bushel)

2.39 3.94

.03. .03.

.002 .006

.60-.90

.15-.25

.30-.50

.07-.12

Program Costs: Surplus Purchases ' .26-.52 .61-1.35

Managing Reserves  .04 .06

Total Costs:

Assuming Profitable Period
and Managing Reserves

Assuming Unprofitable • Period
and Surplus Purchases

Assuming High Cost Region '
Producing Unprofitably with
Surplus Purchases

Farm Level Prices:

1978 - 1980 Average

3.16 3.46 4.48 - 4.68

2.93 - 3.29 4.80 - 5.59

3.68 - 4.o4 5.17 - 5,96

2.68 3.57.-

(1) Three year (1978-1980) price for region(s) producing 9 percent
of U. S. corn and 14 percent of U. S. wheat.

Source: Otto Doering, Andrew Schmitz, and John Niranowski "The Full
Costs of Farm Exports," University of California, Department
of. Agricultural and Resource Economics, Giannini Foundation
Working Paper No. 206 (Berkeley, 1982).
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'costs") correspond to point A. Input subsidies and/or price supports create a

divergence between the costs of producing a unit to be sold abroad versus the

benefits generated. This is the case even when there are no explicit export

subsidies in place.

Perhaps a more interesting question is whether one should use average .

prices received (such as those in Table 1) as an indicator of export sales or

the value of the marginal unit sold (VMP in Figure 5). If exports were Q*

instead of QE,.the total value of export sales would decrease since the

marginal return from the last unit of exports sold is negative. Depending on

the policy question, the VMP schedule would be of importance as well as the

EDi 
schedule.

6. Conclusions 

We have modeled the effects of input subsidies and price supports given

the existence of tariff and nontariff barriers which in and of themselves re—

duce the volume of world trade. However, in view of the passive U.S. policy

which responds to these barriers by expanding output by government subsidies,

trade expands beyond this trade—restricted level. Integral parts of the pas—

sive U. S. trade policy are input subsidies and price supports. The United

States does not respond to trade barriers and the like by reducing output and

exports in an attempt to raise prices and successfully negotiate lower trade

barriers. In other words, U. S. policy does not contain retaliatory elements;

but, instead, it helps the importers out even more than what the importers may

gain from tariffs since output and trade are expanded by the use of government

subsidies. The United States subsidizes its exports to compete instead of

. effectively retaliating against importers to remove trade barriers.
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If the United States continues an expansionary export policy through the

use of subsidies, it at least could improve its economic position substan-

tially by using, in addition to import subsidies and price supports, an im-

plicit export tax. This is apparent from the theoretical model developed

earlier. If output is maintained above equilibrium through price supports,

instead of storing more of the good, use a two-price system where the price

charged in the domestic market is below that in the foreign Market--not the

reverse which is often the case. It would still be possible to have P.L. 480

shipments to poor nations.

The implications of a two-price policy of setting the higher price in the

export market are clear. One has to recognize in international trade policy

in grains the interaction between the grain sector and the red meat sector. of

the United States. The relatively low internal price could aid this sector.

Also, a price band could be imposed for domestic usage of both feed grains and

bread wheat in order that the. effects of supply shocks are partly borne by

importers. In other words, why not treat the export market as the residual so

that the degree of price instability in that part of the market is made to be

greater than in the domestic market?
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APPENDIX

Agriculture as a Decreasing Cost Industry 

As a means of gauging the empirical validity of the theoretical arguments

presented above, it was convenient to estimate a short-run cost function for

aggregate U. S. agriculture which treated land as a fixed input. The func-

tional form chosen was the Leontief second-order approximation to an arbitrary

twice differentiable cost function consistent with a homothetic aggregate

technology:

C(w4, y a [ 1/2E E R .. • W.t . . Yi 1j

where =is the vector containing the price of materials,

labor, and capital at time t; yt is aggregate output; and xit is land at

time t. Data used in estimation are derived from a Data Resources, Inc., re-

port on energy usage in U. S. agriculture and are described in detail in

Chambers and Vasavada. The sample period was 1947-1974, in the main the

period before the explosion of agriculture exports.

As we mentioned earlier, we believe that prior to the explosion in agri-

ciiltural exports in the 1970s, agriculture was characterized by a high degree

of excess capacity. In the context of one empirical model, an empirical

measure of the degree of excess capacity is given by the elasticity of scale

(Hanoch) which is a measure of the increase in output that will follow if all

variable inputs are measured by the same scales. If we denote the elasticity

of scale by Et' then, if Et 1, there exist increasing returns to

scale, Et < 1 implies decreasing returns, and Et . 1 implies constant

returns to scale. It is well known that the elasticity of scale is the re-

ciprocal of the elasticity of cost with respect to output (Hanoch).
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This fact follows from the fundamental duality that exists between production

• and cost functions. It also demonstrates clearly why, say, Et > 1 is as—

.sociated with increasing returns and, hence, excess capacity since the cost

elasticity is simply the ratio of marginal to average variable cost. And, if

Et > 1, marginal 
cost must be less than average cost; and this implies

decreasing average cost for a U—shaped average cost curve..

In the context of the above aggregate cost function the elasticity of

scale is parameterized as a4. Estimated parameters for the model are

presented in Appendix Table 1. Before moving to a discussion of the estimated

elasticity of scale, it is pertinent to note that economic theory requires

C (W' y xIt ) 
to be linearly homogeneous and concave in W and nondecreasing

t t t' 

in yt and Wt. Our specification is automatically linearly homogeneous.

Global concavity for one form is satisfied if all 131i(i ± j) are non—

negative (Diewert). As we see from Table 1 this is the case for one esti—

mated cost function. Finally, the estimated function is nondecreasing in both

cic and yt. Thus, one estimated Ct is apparently well behaved.

As mentioned, a is the reciprocal of the elasticity of scale. Hence,

one estimation result suggests that, for the period 1948-1974, U. S. agri-

culture was characterized by increasing returns to scale, i.e., average cost

exceeding marginal costs.
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APPENDIX TABLE 1

Estimated Cost Function Parameters-V

Parameter

833

012

YT

13

a

Estimate Standard Error

—4.755 1.017

4.001 .408

2.549 .413

.0609 .146

.0410 .120

.0718 .072

— .683 .216

—1.633 .445

.5.632 .969

—3.145 .372

.2828 .148

a/ Calculated by maximum likelihood method.
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Footnotes 

110 empirically quantify the subsidy component of U. S. agricultural

exports is not an easy task. For example, it is difficult to know what to

include as input subsidies. Should research costs include salaries of govern—

ment employees who work on agricultural issues? Should drought assistance be

included? In this regard, Sarris. and Schmitz have explicitly considered the

effects of research and development (R&D) for a product that is interna—

tionally traded. As the foreign demand for a product grows relative to the

domestic demand, the rate of return from investing in R&D for the exporter

decreases since the importer is obtaining more and more of the benefits from

R&D (i.e., the importer buys the product at a lower price at the expense of

the exporter). It is well known that the rate of return from hybrid corn

— imesidis-high when it wa§—Tift—laroduced. However, at that time very

little corn was exported. For example, in 1960, long after hybrids were

introduced, only 7.6 percent of U. S. coarse grains were exported; in 1978,

the percentage was 27.5.
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